REFERENCE March 2015
I recently was on holiday at a friend’s farm for “jakkals jag”, a
customer wanted to learn, so we teamed up, and here is a reference
from him, words are NOT changed to suit us.

Jackal called within 4 minutes – food and bark combo.

Caracal called in 15 minutes – slight wind – totally committed would not
stop approaching the caller. First predator called on the first night.

Johan and Gert, we had a blast. Very good evenings with a slight
breeze and awesome response times. Great success over 3 night’s
predator calling and trapping, here are a few pictures.
By hunting farms that are
controlled properly and not
called and shot to pieces by
hunters allows you to get good
results.
Jackal response was basically
between 4 and 17 minutes with
one at 23 minutes. All male with one female.
Two jackal taken by Gary and Johan between 5 and 8 minutes after the rain.

Hanging a dead jackal downwind helps, and using combos brought the majority
jackals in from the wrong side for them but the good side for us. We missed
no predators on this hunt.

Large jackal female taken after rain (note wet ground) she took long to commit, but made an error, Johan is deadly with the
243 at 150m, this was the last jackal of the evening, the last night.

Thanks guys, it was a pleasure to spend time with you!

TRAPPING TURNED OUT A SUCCESS
We set up a camera to monitor a sand road but due to an unseen problem
with busy tractor activity we failed to capture much except tractors and
more tractors, BUT we however did manage to set the cages and between
Johan and Gary they had a quiet bet of what cage would have what in, out
of the three cages we trapped this male on the last evening.

A nice spot was located near the mielie fields and the sand road, after the
evening we got lucky, a male Caracal was in the cage and not a tractor…..
Ethical trapping is effective for conservation, it allows for target
specific predation removal, unlike poison and gin traps.

REFERENCE March 2015
I had the experience in receiving training from Gary Laubscher over 3 days (19-21 March, 2015) in
predator hunting / control / trail cameras and cage trapping that brought one Caracal trapped the last night
before we departed the farm. This was a long planned journey since October 2014 when I first enquired
about items Gary has advertised on his website. We called Jackal and also the Caracal in the top picture.
During these discussions I mentioned to him that I would be interested in doing a course with him because
a number of things he has indicated to me during our discussions I never came across when reading some
of the things that is published on other predator hunting sites. This was only a little background the real
experience was the real exposure to what Gary had send me on the net over the months preceeding the
hunting trip mentioned above. The main thing that I have learned and which he will mention on a number
of times is that you need to learn nature it is not predictable, one has to outsmart a predator. What works
for you may not work for me, BUT with a little twist here and there you will be amazed on the success you
will achieve, I had more successful hunts than ever before when I was with Gary.
I am not going to dwell into the methods he teaches nor in the material he has collected over years with
experience but one thing that was outstanding for me was his view on hunting – ie; you don’t kill for
nothing - there should be a purpose. We had over 12 kills during the course and during this time when
predators reacted we were “instructed” to make sure what you kill is target specific and you are removing
that said animal as it is a direct problem. Hunt with pride and dignity.
It is awesome to spend time in the outdoors, to relax and drink coffee and chat between stands etc, it isnt
about the quantity we remove, it is about the quality of the night, the friendships and bonding that counts –
thanks guys it was great to be with you all. G Laubscher
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